Product Portfolio
erwin provides enterprise modeling and data intelligence software that connects all aspects of your business,
technology and data architectures for accurate, real-time insights that fuel the desired results. The erwin EDGE
combines enterprise architecture, business process and data modeling with data catalog and data literacy
capabilities so stakeholders can discover, harvest, understand, govern and socialise data assets to unleash more
potential and greater value across risk management/regulatory compliance, agile innovation and business
transformation initiatives. Our ability to harmonise and automate enterprise architecture, business process modeling,
data management and data governance gives customers unmatched return on investment as they turn information
into opportunities.

erwin
Data Modeler

erwin
Data Literacy

The world’s first and most trusted data modeling

Business glossary management and data discovery

software for visualising metadata and database schema

software for the collaborative definition of enterprise

to understand complex data sources, as well as design

data in business terms with built-in accountability and

and deploy new ones. Discover and document any data

workflows. erwin DL provides self-service, role-based,

from anywhere for consistency, clarify and artifact reuse.

contextual views of data assets to ensure IT and business
users understand and speak data the same way.

erwin
DM NoSQL
Extension of erwin DM and the only enterprise-class data

erwin
Data Intelligence Suite

modeling software with native support for Couchbase,

Combines the capabilities of erwin Data Catalog with

Cassandra and MongoDB NoSQL database platforms.

erwin Data Literacy for greater awareness of and access to

Model and manage JSON-like data structures as effectively

available data assets, guidance on their use, and guardrails

as traditional data sources.

to ensure data policies and best practices are followed.
Automatically harvest, transform and feed metadata from a

erwin
Data Catalog
Automated metadata harvesting, data cataloging, code

wide array of data sources, operational processes, business
applications and data models into a central catalog and
then make it accessible and understandable within context
via role-based views.

generation and data lineage software with data mapping,
reference data management, lifecycle management and data
profiling capabilities. Efficiently integrate and activate data
within a single, unified catalog in accordance with business
requirements.

erwin
Evolve
Full-featured, configurable enterprise architecture
and business process modeling and analysis software.
Document systems and technology, design processes and
value streams, and manage innovation and change with
all EA and BP artifacts in one place for use by both IT and
business users.

More information and free software trials or demos at sandhill.co.uk

